
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Working with Your Ally 
Ally Medicine is about leaning into your Intuition 

and trusting the language of your subconscious. 

For this Work, you must learn to speak Dream… 
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Ways to Work with your Ally 

The real key to working with your Ally is to relax into your imagination and your 

GUT!   

But if you’d like some inspiration, here are some ideas to get your juices flowing: 

• Ask your Ally to communicate with your through your dreams.  Keep a dream 

journal. 

• Create a symbol of your Ally.  Make ritual of it!  The process itself can yield a ton of 

Wisdom.  And after you have your physical representation, you can use it to help 

bring your awareness to the message of your Ally.  Keep it in your WombSpace or 

wherever feels dear. 

• Draw your Ally.  Use the process to tap into Its energy. 

• Have a date with your Ally.  This might sound crazy, but I once had a Teacher who 

literally dated Jupiter when she wanted to ask him a favor.  She got dressed in her 

best, cooked him a nice meal, set his seat, and dined him.  😉   

• Get into a meditative space, tap into your Ally’s energy, and ask questions.  Free-

write the responses. 

• Use it as a confessor.  Tell it the things you can’t tell anyone else.   

• Talk to it in the mirror through your own eyes. 

• Write a story or a song to or about the Ally or what Its message is. 

 

 

http://laughinggoddess.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/12/Carving-Your-WombSpace.pdf
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Most importantly… 

Surrender!  This path looks different for all of us and that’s the point.  Trust your 

Intuition, your Imagination, your Guides, your Ally.  Allow the journey to unfold 

without restraint.  Stay in your GUT!   

Tips to not psyche yourself out (it’s so common!): 

• Write it down.  This does two things.  After a while, you’ll see patterns that 

will begin to make it make sense.  And second, writing things down helps to 

linear-ize them.  😉  If you’re having trouble accepting information in its 

symbolic, or dreamlike form, you can mold it into linear sentence structure.  

This can help bridge your conscious and subconscious understanding. 

• Record your impressions with an audio recorder.  This helps similarly as the 

first suggestion, but also offers the element of emotion through vocal tone.  

How we FEEL about our dreams or the Messages from our Allies is as much 

or more important than the actual images we see or otherwise observe. 

• But seriously, I’m not offering any more because you need to just Trust!  Or 

make up your own ways, and that will help build Trust as well.  No one can 

tap into You like You can.  
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Strutting the Divine Red Carpet 
To use Ally Medicine, you must be willing to give up plans and ideals.  Forget your stories about what 

healing looks like, what you “need,” and especially about what happened to you.   

Ally Medicine works only if you Surrender to it.  This means that when you engage with your Ally, 

and especially when your Ally engages with you, not only do you Listen, you heed.   

When you truly commit to this, the Way will unfold for you.  Your Work is only to Trust in that 

process.  Your Ally will bring you clues, ideas, opportunities, connections, exposure, awareness, 

whatever you need to get you from where you are now, to harvesting that trauma that manifested 

your Ally in the first place.  This Surrender will get you to trauma recovery. 

I call this the Divine Red Carpet and it works like this: as you Surrender to synchronicity (all those 

new things that pop into your awareness), the Divine Red Carpet will roll out before you.   

To Work this Magic, you must remember it is not your place to worry about the Carpet.  You do not 

need to roll it out, you do not need to steer it.  You simply need to walk…in complete Trust that it will 

keep rolling out before you…as you Surrender to the synchronicities Served you along your path.   

That is the secret and this is the challenge.  You must release any need to control what recovery looks 

like.  You must even release the need to feel or look sane.  Surrender is the Way of this Medicine. 
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Want a human Ally? 

I’m here.  Find me on Facebook or at my website. 

If you’re interested in working one-on-one, click here to schedule a free 

consultation. 

Or join Sacred Medicine, the Community. 

Remember: you are not alone. 
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